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WORK IN PROGRESS

By Ginger Gardiner / Senior Editor

Israel Aerospace Industries ramps production while reducing costs  

and improving quality, thanks to integrated optimization software.

Optimizing composite aerostructures production

»  A globally recognized military and commercial aerospace and 

defense company, Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI, Tel Aviv, Israel) 

is simultaneously a Tier 2 supplier (e.g., to Alenia, for the Boeing 

787 program) and a Tier 1 supplier to OEMs, such as Lockheed 

Martin, Boeing and Gulfstream. For the Boeing 787 program, IAI’s 

Commercial Aircraft, Group Aero-Assemblies Div. produces a 

variety of carbon and glass fber prepreg aerostructures.
Two years ago, as IAI prepared for Boeing’s planned production 

ramp-up to 10 787 aircraft per month, the company was looking 

for ways to maintain favorable fnancial performance during an 

economic downturn and increase its competitive position in 

the global aerostructures market. Increasing output on the 787 

program while reducing cost ofered an excellent opportunity, but 

would also present a challenge. 

“We looked everywhere for how to cut costs, and then we saw 

our waste and raw materials,” recalls Avishay Hod, composite 

deputy director for IAI’s Group Aero Assemblies Div. “We buy very 

expensive raw materials and then cut these to form composite 

aircraft structures, so there is a lot of waste.”

Already aware of Plataine Technologies’ (Waltham, MA, US and 

Tel Aviv, Israel) composite cut-planning optimization software 

(see “Learn More,” p. 81), IAI sought more than optimized nesting. 

Plataine suggested its Total Production Optimization (TPO) 

software, and the two companies began implementing a system 

that would, by early 2014, not only cut raw material consumption 

by 5% but also automate daily production plans for materials and 

cutting, greatly reducing manual tasks and improving materials 

utilization. Automation has freed up resources and reduced the 

   Cost-competitive 
aerostructures from 
composites

As a globally recognized manu-

facturer of composite structures 

for commercial aircraft, including 

pivot bulkheads (top left) and 

door surrounds (lower left), Israel 

Aerospace Industries (Tel Aviv, 

Israel) must continually improve 

its production processes to 

maintain cost-competitiveness.

Source | Israel Aerospace Industries
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risk of errors. Tat, in turn, has generated cost savings in terms of 

improved quality control.

Daily work plan in one click

On any given day, IAI Aero Assemblies makes multiple parts. 

Its CNC cutting machines require dozens of nests to process a 

wide inventory of materials. “Mostly, we are cutting glass and 

carbon fber prepregs,” says Hod, “but each part can use three 

or four diferent types.” Like most other aerospace manufac-

turers, IAI already had in place manufacturing resource planning 

(MRP) software and computer aided design (CAD)/engineering 

programs, such as CATIA (Dassault Systèmes, Velizy-Villacoublay, 

France). “But there was nothing that bridged the gap between 

these systems,” says Plataine president Avner Ben-Bassat, noting 

for example, “MRP would output the production schedule and 

materials inventory for each day, but the production design — 

specifcally, what materials, shapes, tools, autoclaves and ovens 

were needed — was detailed in the engineering platform.” Tere-

fore, many manual operations were still required. “Production 

engineers would take the MRP printout and then go to the engi-

neering ofce to pull each part’s nest from a library,” Hod recalls.

Ben-Bassat describes this library as static vs. dynamic: “Tere 

is typically one nest per kit and one or more kits per aerostruc-

ture.” Tus, the production engineer would pull each of the nests 

   Automated cut planning & inventory control

Previously, IAI’s production engineer would pull each of the nests required for the 

parts to be made that day and send those to the CNC-machining centers to be cut. 

Now, Total Production Optimization (TPO) software from Plataine Technologies 

(Waltham, MA, US and Tel Aviv, Israel) performs these functions, checking 

inventory for remnants and generating the daily production plan while reducing 

materials waste.   Source | Plataine

required for that day’s parts and send them to the CNC machining 

centers to be cut. “So these operations were tied to inventory and 

production schedule, but they were not integrated or optimized.”

“What is good with TPO is that the daily work plan is now gener-

ated from the MRP through TPO with one click,” says Hod. TPO 

http://CompositesWorld.com
mailto:info@hawkeyind.com
http://www.duratec1.com
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develops the plan, produces the optimized nest, chooses the mate-

rials and provides the optimized nest fles for the operator. “All of 

the tracking the operator used to do is now done in a few minutes,” 

Hod explains. “Te operator’s tasks are now reduced to getting the 

rolls of materials and starting the cutting machine. Tis reduces 

not only manual labor but also opportunities for error. It increases 

our efciency and our process control, which improves quality.” 

Reduced waste, improved efciency

When asked about the 5% savings in raw materials, Hod admits 

this does not sound like much, “but when you use hundreds of 

yards per day of hundreds of raw materials, it adds up.” He also 

notes that in aerospace, the typical efciency in cutting raw 

materials is usually only 65-70% — 30% is waste. “So being able to 

reduce this also adds to the bottom line.”

IAI has many material rolls of diferent lengths in cold storage. 

“Before, we didn’t know when to best use the remnants,” says Hod. 

“Would we have enough to make all of the parts for that run or that 

day?” Now, TPO does that analysis. “Before, looking at which rolls 

were closest to their expiration date and out-time limits was all 

done manually,” says Hod. Now it is automated. 

One fnal point also has an impact: “I am gaining material that I 

previously did not use but I am also freeing up operator and engi-

neering resources.” Hod explains, “When you have to increase your 

TPO decides 

WHICH produc-

tion orders to 

run WHEN, using 

WHICH rolls on 

WHAT machines, 

to create the 

optimal nests

Waste reduction a key to cost control 

By better using materials, Platiane’s TPO has reduced IAI’s raw material consump-

tion by 5%, a signifcant help when aerospace industry efciency in cutting raw 

materials is, generally, in the range of 65-70%.  Source | Plataine
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production rate, you have to spend more 

operator and engineering time because 

you are increasing the time machines are 

in use and the coordination of materials 

into products. But if you don’t double your 

operator and engineering hours because of 

something like TPO, then this allows you 

to increase your production rate without 

increasing your overhead.”

He notes one additional value due to 

TPO’s integration in both the inventory and 

MRP systems: “I can make better decisions 

about how much materials to buy and 

when. Tis sometimes saves more money 

than the 5% raw materials reduction.”

Implementation 

IAI fully understood that integrating TPO 

into its production would require training. 

Ben-Bassat notes the process was made 

easier because “continuous improvement 

is in IAI’s DNA, so there was no chal-

lenge in getting everyone’s buy in.” Tat 

said, Plataine’s experienced integration 

team still had to answer a lot of questions 

and make sure IAI’s needs would be met. 

“We had to make a lot of adjustments,” 

says Ben-Bassat. “We then began testing 

the confguration.” Te team started with 

one nest on one product and performed 

validation tests to make sure IAI’s team got 

the results it wanted. “Every day we would 

add more products, but we kept to static 

nests until week two.” Plataine then began 

combining nests and adding products and 

functions until TPO was fully implemented 

across all parts in production. “It’s no 

diferent from any enterprise-level software 

implementation,” says Ben-Bassat, “you 

don’t want to just fip the switch overnight. 

It took three to four months in all.”

Staying competitive

IAI has not yet incorporated the RFID 

tracking available with TPO, but Hod says 

the company might do so in the 

future. “We are always looking to 

improve,” he observes, explaining 

that all suppliers in the commer-

cial aircraft industry are under 

pressure to reduce the price of 

their products. “Although the 

parts are very expensive, we are always looking at how to do this to meet our customers’ 

needs,” says Hod. “We must remain competitive.”  
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